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Abstract
Throughout the history of Software Engineering, the human aspects have repeatedly been
recognized as important. Even though research that investigates them has been growing in
the past decade, these aspects should be more generally considered.
The main objective of this study is to clarify the research area concerned with human
aspects of Software Engineering and to create a common platform for future research. In
order to meet the objective, we propose a definition of the research area Behavioral Software
Engineering (BSE) and present results from a systematic literature review based on the
definition.
The result indicates that there are knowledge gaps in the research area of Behavioral
Software Engineering and that earlier research has been focused on a few concepts, which
have been applied to a limited number of Software Engineering areas. The individual studies
have typically had a narrow perspective focusing on few concepts from a single unit of
analysis. Further, the research has rarely been conducted in collaboration by researchers
from both Software Engineering and Social Science.
Altogether, this review can help put a broader set of human aspects higher on the agenda
for future Software Engineering research and practice.
Keywords: Software Engineering, Human Aspects, Systematic Literature Review,
Behavioral Software Engineering, Psychology

1. Introduction
Early in the development of the Software Engineering (SE) field it was recognized that
one also had to consider the humans involved in software development [1]. However, much
of the research and practice in subsequent years focused mainly on technological or processrelated factors while research that considered organizational, social or psychological factors
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was rare [2]. Even if the introduction and focus on agile methods in the last 10 to 15 years
has, yet again, highlighted the importance of people, teams and their communication and
collaboration [3, 4] [108] these issues can still not be considered to be in the SE mainstream.
As an indication of this negative bias, we searched the ISI Web of Science and found
that while 70% of papers in SE or software development also list a technology- or processrelated topic less than 5% list a ‘soft’ or human-related topic1 . Interestingly, even though
this indicates there is still at least 10 times more technology- and process-focused research
being carried out, our estimation shows that the percentage of research in ISI Web of Science
that also considers softer, human aspects has increased from around 2% in 1993 to over 7%
in 2013, more than a three-fold increase. Part of this increase can no doubt be attributed
to an increasing number of workshops and outlets for this type of research [5, 6].
While this growth is encouraging we argue that these concerns must be more generally
considered in SE research. We and others have argued [109] [7] that psychometric measurements should be taken into account in any SE research and there has been systematic literature reviews on other related aspects such as motivation [110, 111, 112], personality [113]
and organizational culture [114]. These are a key aspect when describing the context for SE
research, which are so crucial to building generally useful theories and results [8]. If we miss
these aspects, we risk producing results that do not uncover key factors in determining the
success or failure of software projects. As an example, the human reluctance to change [9]
might be more important to consider in a software process improvement effort than exactly
which process change is made or which tool is introduced. However, most research on software process improvement focus on the actual change rather than the people that will have
to change their behavior [115].
The main objective of this study is to clarify the research area concerned with human
aspects of Software Engineering and to create a common platform for future research. In
order to meet the objective, we propose a definition of the research area Behavioral Software
Engineering (BSE) and present results from a systematic literature review based on the BSE
definition.
We argue that it is important to clearly define a specific area concerned with more realistic notions of human nature in order to better understand and improve software development
processes and practices. In addition to the scientific value of having a clearly defined area of
discourse we also argue that the definition is needed for political reasons. We need a definition and key concepts in arguments externally, to funding agencies and the society at large,
as well as internally, to other SE researchers more focused on technical or process/method
aspects of SE work. An inspiration is Behavioral Economics (see section 2) and the relative
importance that this sub-field of Economics has gained in a relatively short time span.
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We searched the ISI Web of Science on June 25th 2014 first for papers listing topics that match ‘software
engineering’ or ‘software development’ and then checking how large a percentage of those that also list a topic
among either a technology or process-related topic (‘design’, ‘architecture’, ‘requirements’, ‘programming’,
‘testing’, or ‘verification’) versus the ones that also list a ‘soft’ or human-related aspect (‘social*’, ‘human
factors’, ‘psychol*’ or ‘personality’). Even though this gives only a very coarse-grained indication we argue
that it can at least act as a rough estimate of the relative amount of research done of each type.
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Furthermore, the systematic literature review shall identify what have been studied, but
also examine how the studies have been conducted. It aims to identify gaps in current
research, identify trends and point to directions for future research. Thus, the primary
focus of the SLR is the BSE research area as a whole, not the individual BSE concepts.
In the next section, we give further background and briefly present related research areas.
After that, we present the methods used to define BSE and to conduct the systematic
literature review. Next, the results are presented and discussed. Finally, the paper is
concluded.
2. Background
More realistic understanding of the people involved in software development activities
must be based on multiple scientific disciplines; software development is a very rich set of
activities with connections to many existing fields. Over time, it is likely that many subfields of both psychology, social as well as organizational science will have to be considered
for a fuller understanding of software development processes and practices.
In the following section we briefly describe the areas of research that we have deemed most
relevant and that have affected our proposed definition and model of Behavioral Software
Engineering (BSE). These main areas are work and organization psychology, psychology in
programming and behavioral economics. Below we also review how these topics have been
described in different conferences and sub-areas within software engineering. Finally, we
briefly describe software literature reviews in Software Engineering.
2.1. Related Research
2.1.1. Work and Organizational Psychology
Psychology is defined as the scientific study of thinking, emotions and behavior. Naturally, organizational psychology2 is the application of psychology in the workplace, i.e. is
concerned with ‘behavior in the workplace’ [10].
Work and organizational psychology has only been in existence for about the last century.
The question of what is significant for an individual’s well-being and job satisfaction has been
one of the most important research areas in organizational psychology since the 1920s. In
the 1920s the research concentrated on physical work conditions such as lighting, ventilation
and noise level and the beginning of the 1930s to the beginning of the 1940s, the interest
in the social aspects of the work environment increased. In these years the human relations
movement began, with Elton Mayo (1946) as one of its main spokesmen. Today work
and organizational psychology raises important questions about how to manage effectively
in organizations in particularly with the increasing number of knowledge workers whose
commitment is critical to organizational success.
Knowledge workers such as IT consultants and software engineers live at the ‘edge of
change’ such as new technologies and methods and the job involve a great deal of collaboration. Thus, this occupation has both a clear connection to other occupations that have been
2

Also sometimes referred to as industrial and organizational psychology, occupational psychology, or work
psychology.
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well studied within organizational psychology as well as at least a partly different context
with unique aspects. It is important to study this occupation from the main perspectives of
individual, group and organization.
2.1.2. Psychology of Programming
According to Sajaniemi [11], psychology of programming (PoP) is an interdisciplinary
science that dates back to the late 1970s. The aim of PoP, which covers research in (1) computer programmers’ cognition, (2) tools and methods for programming related activities and
(3) programming education, was originally to make the programmers work more efficiently
and to produce better software.
The Psychology of Programming Interest Group (PPIG) was established in the late
1980s [11]. The idea was to bring together researchers with a common interest in psychological aspects of programming but also to cover computational aspects of psychology.
PPIG includes researchers from different communities such as cognitive science, psychology,
software engineering, computer science etc. [12].
Even though The Psychology of Programming Interest Group (PPIG) defines the term
programming quite broadly to include any aspects of software development the annual workshop series the group hosts mostly emphasize the individual perspective of programming.
The research methods discussed and used in PPIG most often have been adopted from
cognitive psychology [11].
2.1.3. Behavioral Economics
Behavioral Economics (BE) is an interdisciplinary science which aims to establish descriptively accurate findings about human cognitive ability and social interaction with implications on economic behaviors and processes. It uses models and knowledge from several
neighboring sciences, and the most influential neighboring science has been psychology [13].
Some scientists argue that psychological economics is a separate strand of behavioral economics which borrows solely from psychology, especially cognitive psychology [14]. Others,
single out behavioral finance defined as the area that argues that some financial phenomena
can be better understood using models in which some agents are not fully rational’ [15].
Nowadays, behavioral economics is a prosperous scientific field with its own conferences
and journals. It has had a broad effect on the scientific thinking in the area of Economics.
Daniel Kahneman received the Nobel prize in Economics in 2002 for his foundational work
with Amos Tversky and gave his Nobel lecture on the ‘Bounded Maps of Rationality: Psychology for Behavioral Economics’ [16].
The state of affairs in SE shares similarities with the state of affairs in the field of Economics before the more widespread acceptance and rise of Behavioral Economics as one of
its sub-disciplines.3 While the prevailing assumption in Economics during the 20th century
has been that of human beings making rational choices in order to maximize their economic
3
Even the historic evolution of first acknowledging the importance of behavioral and psychological factors,
then mostly ignoring them and then reintroducing them can be seen within Economics [17, 18] and, thus,
may indicate a natural progression in the maturation of any research field.
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output, behavioral economists draw on psychology and sociology to explain economic phenomena [17]. The research is thus grounded on hypotheses based on empirical data of how
human beings actually think and behave. This fundamental shift in the basic assumptions of
Economics has helped create economic theories that can better account for the evident fact
that humans show irrational as well as altruistic behavior, self-sabotage their own progress
etc [18].
2.1.4. Conferences and workshops
A number of workshops and conferences have addressed concerns close to BSE over
the years. Two examples are the workshop on cooperative and human aspects of software
engineering (CHASE) and the psychology of programming (PoP) conference.
The CHASE workshops, which have been held in conjunction with the largest conference
within SE (ICSE) since 2008, have highlighted two main strands: (a) human and (b) cooperative aspects of SE and emphasized that SE activities typically happen in the context of a
group or team [6]. There has also been a special issue, based on work at CHASE, published
in well circulated journals within the SE field [5]. The CHASE community has been key in
creating more interest into human aspects on software engineering and the association with
the main SE conference has surely helped in spreading the importance of these aspects.
The aim of PoP workshops, which covers research in (1) computer programmers’ cognition, (2) tools and methods for programming related activities and (3) programming education, was originally to make the programmers work more efficiently and to produce better
software. Even though the psychology of programming interest group (PPIG), which hosts
the PoP workshop, defines the term programming quite broadly to include any aspects of
software development the PoP workshop series emphasize the individual perspective of programming. The research methods discussed and used in PoP most often have been adopted
from cognitive psychology [11].
A number of conferences, e.g. human-centered SE (HCSE) and conference on human
factors in computing systems (CHI), have names that allude to this type of research but
focus mainly on the human-computer interaction or on usability. Similarly, we acknowledge
that there are many connections to the area of socio-technical systems and there have been
several proposals for adopting such approaches to the design of software and information
systems [19]. Even though there are plenty of and varied results and proposals in this
area they are generally more focused on the system to be delivered and the people and
organization that will use it rather than the people and organization that develop it.
2.2. Systematic Literature Review
A systematic literature review could be used to evaluate and interpret research for a
particular field of interest. The guidelines suggested by Kitchenham [20] have been derived
from guidelines in medical research and adjusted to suite software engineering. The guidelines, which aims to create a fair evaluation by using a trustworthy, rigorous, and auditable
methodology, include three phases - planning, conducting and reporting the review.
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3. Methods
The following sections describe the method used to define Behavioral Software Engineering (BSE) and the method used for conducting the systematic literature review (SLR).
3.1. Method for Defining BSE
This section describes the overall process for developing the definition of the BSE research
area. We discuss the need for a definition and describe the considerations that were made.
Given the background it is clear that there are a number of research areas that study or
touch on different human aspects in relation to the development of software. However, the
relation and/or overlap between them and what they cover is unclear. While research within
psychology of programming focuses on the individual and one specific software engineering
activity (programming) it puts less focus on other important activities or on the group
and organizational levels. Even though both work and organization psychology as well as
socio-technical systems highlight all these three main units of analysis (individual, group
and organization), the former has no specific focus on software development while the latter
focus on the use of the developed system rather than its development.
Work and organizational psychology uses the individual, group and organization aspects
in order to give structure to the activities it studies [21]. Even though software development
is different from many other types of work, it is unlikely to constitute a whole different type
of human endeavor. Hence, we argue that these three aspects also are a relevant starting
point to give structure to Behavioral Software Engineering. The terms organization and
group should here be considered in a general sense, i.e. the latter also includes different
types of teams and other task-focused groups, while the former also includes more loose
connections of multiple individuals such as communities.
We note that a problematic aspect of selecting the word Behavioral for the main term of
the proposed area of study is that a slight distinction is often made between Social Sciences
(SS) and Behavioral Sciences (BS) in that the former has the group while the latter has
the individual as their main units of analysis. We do not want to imply that BSE should
not concern itself with different groups of software engineers, on the contrary we think such
research will be essential for progress. Also, both SS and BS is often described as including
the relationships among individuals in groups in their fields of study. Thus, even though
we can alternatively use the names Social Software Engineering or at least Behavioral and
Social SE we argue that the former could give some a somewhat too narrow view of what
is meant (psychological aspects of an individual developer not studied?) while the latter
is somewhat long. Thus, we propose the shorter but still not optimal name of BSE as a
compromise.
In an earlier publication [22], we proposed that BSE should be defined as the study
of behavioral and social aspects of software engineering activities performed by individuals,
groups or organizations. The definition was presented and discussed at the CHASE workshop
in June of 2014.
Based on the discussion we propose two changes to the original definition. First, we want
the definition to more clearly highlight cognitive aspects of SE. Even though this can be argued to be included within ‘behavioral aspects’ it is commonly used, implicitly or explicitly,
6

in definitions even of the field of psychology as a whole. For example, the American Psychology Association describes psychology as the ‘study of the mind and behavior’ [23]. We
propose that cognitive is a better scientific term than using the more colloquial word ‘mind’.
Even though there is a slight risk that this can be interpreted as not as clearly including
other aspects of mind, such as emotions and values etc., these are typically considered to
be part of cognitive science. For example, the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy defines
cognitive science as ‘the interdisciplinary study of mind and intelligence’ even though it also
notes that the field has often put less emphasis on emotions [24].
Second, we want BSE to include not only studies in relation to the activities within
software development and engineering but also the studies of the individuals, groups and
organizations themselves without a connection to a specific SE activity.
Based on these concerns we define Behavioral Software Engineering (BSE) as the study
of cognitive, behavioral and social aspects of software engineering performed by individuals,
groups or organizations.
We appreciate that the processes of defining the BSE research area is iterative and that
the definition will most certainly have to evolve as it is discussed further at conferences and
workshops, and as the knowledge in the area refines.
3.2. Systematic Literature Review Method

Figure 1: Overview of the steps in the systematic literature review.

The SLR shall, as stated in the introduction, identify what have been studied in the BSE
research area, but also examine how the studies have been conducted. It aimed to identify
gaps in current research and research methods, identify trends and point to directions for
future research. Thus, the primary focus of the SLR was the BSE research area as a whole,
not the individual BSE concepts.
The SLR was based on the guidelines described by Kitchenham [20]. In order to reduce
the possibility of researcher bias, a pre-defined review protocol was produced. The protocol
described the review process, which included the following stages (also shown in Figure 2);
(1) analyzing the need for a systematic literature review, (2) selecting data sources, (3)
selecting search string, (4) defining research selection criteria, (5) defining research selection
process and (6) defining data extraction and synthesis. The next sections describe these
stages in more detail and the considerations that we made.
3.2.1. Analyzing the need for a systematic literature review
For a detailed motivation, we refer to the reasoning in sections Introduction 1 and Background 2 above. BSE is a unifying term that includes a large number of related concepts.
7

Existing systematic reviews have studied specific concepts but there is a lack of overviews
that consider multiple concepts together. Since cognitive, behavioral and social sciences are
all inter-disciplinary with many interacting factors it is important that software engineering research also consider multiple factors within a single study and setting. This further
motivates the need to complement existing systematic reviews with a broader, overview
review.
3.2.2. Select Data Sources
BSE is interdisciplinary, therefore we selected databases likely to cover both technical as
well as psychological research; IEEE Xplore Digital library, ACM Digital library, PsycINFO
and Google Scholar. Even if the latter is not always recognized as a ‘proper’ research
database we argue that it was important to be included here since the more topic-specific
databases might not cover papers that are in between research areas and thus might have
been published in less well known journals or conferences.
3.2.3. Search Strings

Figure 2: Steps included to generate the search strings.

The goal was to cover a substantial part of the BSE research area. Therefore, we identified
concepts related to the definition. Since it was not possible to encapsulate the whole research
area with a single string, multiple search strings had to be generated.
3.1 In order to identify concepts related to cognitive, behavioral and social aspects of
software engineering (see BSE definition in section 3.1) we used a three-step process.
3.1.1 First, we identified concepts in work and organizational psychology textbooks [25,
26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34].
3.1.2 Second, we sough information in papers published in related conferences and
workshops (see 2.1).
3.1.3 Third, we interviewed experts in the field of organizational psychology and social
psychology.
3.2 Each identified concept was classified as a BSE concept or discarded. The criterion
for classifying the concepts was simple and straightforward. If none of the authors
found any argument that the concept was not aligned with the definition of BSE, i.e.
would not contribute to study of cognitive, behavioral and social aspects of Software
Engineering, the concept was included. The three authors did this process first independently and then discussed any discrepancies. There were very few discrepancies
and they could easily be resolved in a discussion.
The final 55 BSE concepts and a brief description of them can be found in Table 7.
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3.2 Finally, one search string was generated for each of the 55 identified BSE concepts.
These are shown in Table 8.
The quality of the search strings was verified by a pilot search for two BSE concepts
- self-efficacy and locus of control. For each concept, three relevant publications where
known [116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121] and the pilot search captured all of them.
We also considered other approaches for generating search strings. Instead of first identifying concepts related to the BSE definition and from these generate search strings, one
option would be to use synonyms for ’human aspect’ or ’human factors’. Although we think
that the latter is a valid approach, we argue that the one we used has benefits. For example,
we believe that it, by using multiple and more specific search strings, will be able find more
relevant primary studies. In addition, the BSE concepts could be used to identify gaps in
the research area and provide future research topics. One weakness is that the search strings
will not find studies that do not include any of the BSE concepts and consequently they
will not be identified as primary studies. Hence, the number of identified primary studies is
directly related to the number of identified concepts.
We recognize that we were not be able compile a complete list of all concepts related to
BSE. However, we argue that the process described above ensures that we identify enough
BSE concepts to fulfill the purpose of the SLR. We acknowledge that additional concepts
will likely need to be added as the research area develops and gains a clearer sense of what
it includes and studies.
3.2.4. Research Selection Criteria
The study selection criteria were intended to identify those primary studies that provide
direct evidence regarding the aim of the systematic literature review [20]. In order to reduce
the likelihood of bias, the following criteria were derived.
Inclusion Criteria
Publication Year: We limited the search to include publications between January
1997 and December 2013. This limitation was required since the number of
search hits was very large despite of it. The start date was set in order to capture
studies related to the agile software development approach, which has had a major
influence on Software Engineering.
Publication Type: We choose to include papers published both in journals, in
conference proceedings and in workshop proceedings.
Content: The BSE concept had to have been studied in relation Software Engineering activities or to software engineers. No complete list of Software Engineering activities or Software Engineering roles was compiled. Instead, we used a
publication by Yilmaz, O’Connor and Clarke [35], and SWEBOK version 3 [36]
to provide general guidance.
Exclusion Criteria
Language: We limited this study to only include papers written in English.
Publication Type: We excluded papers where we could not locate a full paper
version, although very few papers were affected by this exclusion criterion.
9

A pilot of the selection process, described in the next section 3.2.5, resulted in an update
of the content criteria. The pilot showed that the researchers were unsure what roles to
include in Software Engineering. Therefore, we added a publication by Yilmaz, O’Connor
and Clarke [35], and SWEBOK version 3 [36] to provide general guidance.
3.2.5. Research Selection Process

Figure 3: Steps included in the selection process.

As shown in Figure 3 the research selection included three main step. In the first step we
identified if there existed any reviews that covered a major part of the whole BSE research
area. Next, we explored if there existed any literature reviews for the BSE concepts in
Table 7. If no reviews were found, we identified studies related to the BSE concept. These
main steps are detailed below.
5.1 First, we explore if any systematic literature reviews existed for the whole BSE research
area.
5.1.1 The search string was generated by combining synonyms for system engineers
(defined by Cruz et al. [113]) and synonyms for systematic review (defined by
Biolchini et al. [37]) with a logical AND operator.
5.1.2 Next, the search string was applied to the selected data sources.
5.1.3 The search identified three meta literature reviews which listed literature reviews
in the SE domain [38, 39, 40]. In these studies three human factors literature
reviews were found, all of which related to motivation [110, 112, 111]. Further, the
search identified literature reviews for motivation, stress, personality, intention to
leave, organizational climate, organizational change and organizational learning.
These studies are briefly described in the result section 4.1. No literature review
was found covering a substantial part of the BSE research area.
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5.2 For each of the 55 BSE concepts identified in section 3.2.2, the following steps were
conducted.
5.3 We explored if any systematic literature reviews existed for the BSE concept.
5.3.1 The research sting was generated by combining synonyms for systematic review
(defined by Biolchini et al. [37]) with the BSE concept with a logical AND operator. The search string for the BSE concept is shown in Table 8.
5.3.2 Next, the search string was applied to the selected data sources.
5.3.3 The criteria used in the evaluation are defined in section 3.2.4. As suggested by
Kitchenham [20] the selection criteria were initially interpreted liberally, so that
unless the identified systematic reviews could be clearly excluded based on titles
and abstracts, full copies were obtained.
5.4 If a systematic review, conducted year 2008 or later, was identified for the BSE concept
in the previous step, no additional search was performed. If no systematic review was
identified we explored if any studies existed for BSE concept.
5.4.1 The research sting was generated by combining synonyms for software engineers
(defined by Cruz et al [113] and Beecham et al. [110]) and the BSE concept with
the logical AND operator. The search string for the BSE concept is shown in
Table 8.
For example, the research string for the BSE concept self-efficacy was (”self efficacy” OR ”self-efficacy”) AND (”software engineering” OR ”software development” OR ”agile development” OR ”systems engineering” OR ”systems development” OR ”software project”).
A list of all 55 search strings are found in Table 8.
5.4.2 Next, the search string was applied to the selected data sources.
5.4.3 The criteria used in the evaluation are defined in section 3.2.4. As suggested by
Kitchenham [20] the selection criteria were initially interpreted liberally, so that
unless the studies could be clearly excluded based on titles and abstracts, full
copies were obtained.
It was not possible to evaluate all search results returned by Google Scholar
due to the large amount of results. Instead, for Google Scholar, if no relevant
publications were included for three consecutive pages (10 results per page) the
process was terminated. As a safeguard, random checks on at least one percent
of the remaining results were performed.
On average, more than 500 papers were screened per BSE concept.
In order to verify the reliability, a selection process pilot was conducted in which two
researchers applied one BSE concept (Self Efficacy) to Google Scholar. The pilot resulted
in the constraint described in step [5.4.3] above.
3.2.6. Data Extraction and Synthesis
The properties to extract for each included paper were chosen to meet the primary
purpose of the SLR. Table 1 shows the complete list of properties (P1-P9) each with a
brief description, and, where applicable, its possible value range. Four properties (P1-P4)
11

extracted information regarding what had been studied, i.e. what BSE concept(s) (P1)
and what unit(s) of analysis (P2) had been studied, in what software engineering areas the
research had been conducted (P3) and what were the primary outcome of the studies (P4).
As shown in Table 1 the value range for these properties were nominal. In addition, P1-P3
could be assigned multiple values, while P4 only could be assigned a single value.
Three properties (P5-P7) extracted information related to how, or in what way, the
studies had been conducted, i.e. what research design was used (P5), what were the research
context (P6) and what faculties performed the research (P7). In addition, to get an overview
of the BSE research area and identify temporal trends we also extracted the publication type
(P8) and the publication year (P9).
In order to verify the reliability of the extraction process a pilot extraction was conducted,
where three researchers classified 12 randomly selected publications [41]. Comparing the results from the researchers showed that the extraction process was straightforward for all
properties except for P5, research design. Therefore, to reduce the risk of miss-classification
we reduced the original number of choices leaving only two alternatives, empirical and theoretical studies.
In addition to extracting properties, we also summarized the actual contents and results
for the studies. In these summations, we focused efforts on the studies including multiple
units of analysis (UoA), i.e. studies that include concepts from more than one UoA. There
were three main reasons for this choice. The first reason was primarily of a practical nature.
It would not be possible to summarize and report on all of the 250 studies in this single
paper. It was necessary to introduce some limitation otherwise this article would simply be
too long. Second, the primary focus of the SLR was the BSE research area as a whole, not
the individual BSE concepts. Hence, a summary of each study would not contribute to the
purpose of this paper. Third, the definition of BSE emphasizes the UoA, and we believe it
is of special interest to analyze studies that take on a broader approach, and that, in a way,
cover a larger part of the BSE definition.
Property
P1 - BSE Concept
P2 - Unit of Analysis

P3 - SWEBOK
Knowledge Area

Description
Sociological or psychological concepts included in the publication as defined
in Table 7.
The units of analysis are the major entities that are analyzed in the publication [42]. The publications were classified as individual, group or organization, based on the included BSE concepts. A publication could be classified
as covering more than one unit of analysis.
The published version of SWEBOK V3 [36] has the following 15 knowledge
areas (KAs) within the field of software engineering - Software Requirements, Software Design,Software Construction, Software Testing, Software
Maintenance, Software Configuration Management, Software Engineering
Management, Software Engineering Process, Software Engineering Models
and Methods, Software Quality, Software Engineering Professional Practice, Software Engineering Economics, Computing Foundations, Mathematical Foundations and Engineering Foundations. If no clear knowledge area
could be identified the property was assigned the value Not Applicable.
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P4 - Primary Outcome

P5 -

P6 P7 -

P8 P9 -

The property primary outcome was grouped into four categories; People,
Process, Product or Not Applicable. People included outcomes that affect
the individual’s or group’s norms, values, feelings, attitudes or behaviors,
e.g. stress level, intention to quit, level of communication, etc. Process
included extrinsic outcomes that affect individual’s or group’s way of work,
processes, practices, methods or tools. Product included outcome related
to quality of the developed product or system, the individual or group performance, efficiency or task success. Finally, if no clear primary outcome
could be identified the property was assigned the value Not Applicable.
Research Design
Empirical or Theoretical. In empirical studies the theories are supported
through the collection of data rather than through theoretical reasoning.
Theoretical studies develop new theories through analyzing existing theory
and explanations, and the new theories are not verified through collecting
evidence. For empirical studies, we also extracted if they used an experimental research design or not. We did not use a more detailed set of alternatives
here since our internal validation showed that it was hard to reach consensus
on which research design had been employed.
Research Context
Industrial, Academic or Not Applicable
Faculty affiliation
The faculty affiliation of the researcher(s) conducting the study, classified as
(1) social sciences (i.e. anthropology, sociology or psychology), (2) software
engineering or computer sciences, (3) other faculty or (4) unknown.
Publication type
Journal, Conference or Workshop
Publication year
Publication year
Table 1: Properties extracted for each paper in the systematic
literature review.

4. Results
The presented result follow the process described in the method section. First, we briefly
present the existing SLR we identified and analyze them from a UoA perspective. Next, we
present an overview of the SLR result, where we focus on the extracted properties (P1-P9) in
Table 1. Finally, we summarize the multi-UoA studies, i.e. studies that cover BSE concepts
from more than one UoA.
4.1. Existing Literature Reviews
We identified existing literature reviews related to four individual BSE concepts (motivation, stress, personality and intention to leave) and to three organizational BSE concepts
(organizational culture, organizational change and organizational learning). No reviews were
found for any of the group UoA concepts.
4.1.1. Individual UoA Reviews
Four literature reviews were found covering motivation in SE [110, 111, 112, 122]. The
reviews have an overall individual focus and showed that motivation mainly has been studied
together with other individual UoA concepts. For example, Beecham et al. [110] stated that
software engineers are likely to be motivated according to individual concepts, i.e. their
characteristics (e.g. their need for variety) and their internal controls (e.g. their personality).
13

Regarding models of motivation in SE, Sharp et. al [111] conclude that the models in use
heavily rely on the job characteristics model, which has a strong individual focus. The most
recent review, conducted by Csar et al. [122] in 2011, summarize the research and state
that there is no clear understanding of what motivates software engineers, how they are
motivated or the benefits of motivating software engineers.
Ghapanchi et al. performed a literature to gain insight into existing studies on intention
to leave of information technology (IT) personnel [123]. The review, which included 72
studies from 1980 to 2008, indicate that the research has had a broad perspective in terms
of UoA. The authors identified 70 drivers and classified them into the 5 broad categories of
individual, organizational, job-related, psychological, and environmental.
Regarding stress a relative small literature review by Maudgalya et al. [124], which
included 12 publications, identified a relationship between burnout and the variables job
task, role ambiguity and role conflict. Hence, this review focuses on the individual UoA.
Further, a review by Shirley et al. [113], which included 42 publications between 1970
and 2010, studied the BSE concept personality. The review shows that personality has
been studied in conjunction with concepts from both the individual and the group UoA.
For example, among the most recurring research topics was team building which is a group
UoA concept. However, the review did not identify any publications that study personality
together with a concept from the organizational UoA.
4.1.2. Organizational UoA Reviews.
Two reviews related to organizational learning were identified. These studies mainly
focus on the individual and the organizational UoA, whereas the group aspect is not analyzed
at all. A review by Bjrnson and Dingsyr [125] concludes that the research so far have been
divided and have very little overlap. However, a major finding repeated over several studies
is the need to not focus exclusively on explicit knowledge, but also on tacit knowledge. The
first review [126] from 2000 identified two main streams of research: (1) studies that apply
organizational learning concepts, and (2) studies concerned with the design of information
technology applications to support organizational learning.
Further, software process improvement (SPI) is the most dominant organizational change
paradigm that software organizations implement. Three reviews related to SPI were found.
Common for all three studies were that they solely focus on the organizational UoA. The
first review including 148 publications identified seven evaluation strategies [115], where the
most common Pre-Post Comparison was applied in nearly half of the publications. The
second review analyzed published case studies on the SPI efforts carried out in small and
medium sized software enterprises [127]. A review by Lavalle and Robillard, which included
26 SPI related studies, lists positive and negative impacts on software developers, e.g. that
SPI is oriented toward management and process quality and not towards developers and
product quality [128].
A relative small review by Leidner and Kayworth [114] found three publications related
to organizational culture in the SE domain published before 2004. A common finding in the
three studies was the importance of a fit between the values on the group and organizational
levels, e.g. the values of groups and the values embedded in the software development pro14

cesses. This indicates that the research on organizational culture has had a broad perspective
in terms of UoA.
4.2. Overview of the Result
A total of more than 10,000 publication titles and abstracts were screened for relevance.
After all the screening and filtering steps, 250 publications were finally included in the SLR.
The included publications are listed per concept in Table 9 in the Appendix.
4.2.1. What has been studied
Properties P1-P4 (Unit of Analysis, BSE Concept, SWEBOK Knowledge Area and Primary Outcome) extracted information related to what had been studied in the included
publications. As shown in Table 9, 42 of the 55 BSE concepts had ten or less publications,
and for 11 concepts no publications at all were found. Only seven concepts were studied in
more than 20 publications. Even though no explicit search was conducted for Personality
this was one of the most common concept, included in 31 publications. Other common
concepts were Communication (39 publications), Group composition (24), Job Satisfaction
(24) and leadership (23).
The researchers have so far focused on a few BSE concepts per study as can be seen in
Figure 4. Of the 250 publications 149 (60%) included only one BSE concept and only one
publication include more than five BSE concepts. The average number of BSE concepts
per publication was 1.5, with a median of 1 and a maximum of six concepts included in
one publication. In addition, only 41 (16%) of the publications included BSE concepts from
more than one unit of analysis (P2) and only three (1%) included concepts from all three
units of analysis.
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Figure 4: Figure showing the number of BSE concepts per publication. For example, in 149 of the 250
publications only one BSE concept was studied.

Further, the results indicate that the BSE research has focused on a few of the SWEBOK knowledge areas (P3), see Table 2. In five of the fifteen SWEBOK knowledge areas
no related publications were found, and in nine of the areas less than three publications
were found. The most common knowledge area (66% of the publications) was number 11
(Software Engineering Professional Practice). Worth noticing is that for 28 publications
(11%) no appropriate knowledge area could be assigned. These publications focused on the
software engineers themselves and studied them as individuals, or as a part of a group or
an organization, without a connection to a specific knowledge area. An example of such a
publication is Trimmer et. al [129], which studies conflicts in Software Engineering.
As shown in Table 3, the primary outcome (P4) for 105 (42%) of the included publications
was People. The distribution of the other outcomes was even, approximately 20% each. The
individual UoA publications were more focused on the People factor than both the group
and organizational UoA. For the organizational UoA only 16% had a People focus, while
the Figure was 32% for the group UoA. Unfortunately, the primary outcome property was
insufficient for the organizational UoA publications and approximately 30% of these could
not be assigned to any of the three defined classes People, Process or Product. Example of
primary outcome for the unclassified studies was culture and climate.
4.2.2. How have the studies been conducted
Properties P5-P7 (Research Design, Research Context, Faculty affiliation) extracted information regarding how, or in what way, the study had been conducted. The majority
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P3 - Knowledge Area
1: Software Requirements
2: Software Design
3: Software Construction
4: Software Testing
5: Software Maintenance
6: Software Configuration Management
7: Software Engineering Management
8: Software Engineering Process
9: Software Engineering Models and Methods
10: Software Quality
11: Software Engineering Professional Practice
12: Software Engineering Economics
13: Computing Foundations
14: Mathematical Foundations
15: Engineering Foundations
Not Applicable

No. of publications
0
1(0%)
7(3%)
1(0%)
0
1(0%)
47(19%)
13(5%)
35(14%)
3(1%)
166(66%)
40(16%)
0
0
0
28(11%)

Table 2: Result for P3 - Number of publications per SWEBOK Knowledge Area.
P4 - Primary Outcome
People
Process
Product
Not Applicable
SUM

Ind.
78(60%)
15(11%)
22(17%)
16(12%)
131

Group
40(32%)
26(21%)
34(27%)
25(20%)
125

Org.
6(16%)
16(43%)
4(11%)
11(30%)
37

All
105(42%)
55(22%)
44(18%)
46(18%)
250

Table 3: Result for P4 - Number of publications per Primary Outcome.

of the publications were empirical (76%). Approximately 80% of the individual and group
UoA publications had an empirical research design, while the Figure was around 60% the
organizational UoA. Worth noticing is that only 13 (5%) publications used an experimental
research design (see Table 4).
As shown in Table 5, most of the publications (56%) were conducted in an industrial
context, 18% in an academic context, 5% used dual contexts and 20% had no clearly identifiable research context. The organizational UoA have, naturally, a smaller proportion of
publications in an academic context than the other UoA; it is hard to study an organization
out of context.
Regarding the faculty affiliation (P7), 32 of the publications, approximately one in eight,
had a researcher from a social science faculty, and ten publications, one in 25, had researchers
from both the software engineering and social sciences faculties.
4.2.3. Publication type and temporal distribution
The distribution between publication types (P8) differs slightly between the UoA. The
individual UoA had a greater proportion of conference publications and smaller proportion
of journal publications than the group and organizational UoA. 154 (62%) were journal
publications, 80 (32%) were conference publications and 16 (6%) were workshop publications
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P5 - Research Design
Empirical
Experimental
Theoretical
SUM

Ind.
104(79%)
7(5%)
27(21%)
131

Group
98(78%)
8(6%)
28(22%)
126

Org.
22(59%)
0(0%)
15(41%)
37

All
190(76%)
13(5%)
60(24%)
250

Table 4: Result for P5 - Number of publications per Research Design. For the empirical publication we also
extracted, as stated in Table 1, how many that used an experimental research design.
P6 - Research Context
Industry
Academia
Ind. and Acad.
Not Applicable
SUM

Ind.
80(60%)
25(19%)
10(7%)
19(14%)
134

Group
66(52%)
31(25%)
4(3%)
25(20%)
126

Org.
20(54%)
1(3%)
2(5%)
14(38%)
37

All
141(56%)
46(18%)
13(5%)
50(20%)
250

Table 5: Result for P6 - Number of publications per Research Context

(see Table 6).
The temporal distribution (P9) for all the publications are shown in Figure 5. As can be
seen, the general trend is that the number of BSE relevant publications is increasing with
time. It is too early to decide if the downward trend seen for the last two years reflects
an actual decrease or if not all publications have yet found their way to the databases. In
particular, this might be a challenge with Google Scholar.
P8 - Publication Type
Journal
Conference
Workshop
Sum

Ind.
74(56%)
51(39%)
6(5%)
131

Group
81(65%)
34(27%)
10(8%)
125

Org.
26(70)
9(24%)
2(5%)
37

Table 6: Result for P8 - Number of publications per Publication Type.
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All
154(62%)
80(32%)
16(5%)
250

Figure 5: Temporal distribution of included papers per UoA.

4.3. Multi-UoA Studies
This section focuses on the multi-UoA publications, i.e. the publications that include
BSE concepts from more than one UoA. The definition of BSE emphasizes the UoA, and it
is therefore of special interest to analyze publications that take on a broader approach, and
that, in a way, cover a larger part of the BSE definition. We present which concepts are the
most common among these publications (see Figure 6 and we also briefly summarize result
of the multi-UoA publications.
Of the 250 included publications, only 41 (16%) covered more than one unit of analysis
(UoA). Of these, 38 covered two UoA and only three covered all three UoA. As shown in
Figure 6, the multi-UoA studies included 30 of the 55 BSE concepts, and the most frequent
concepts were personality (included in 20 publications), communication (13) and group
composition (11).
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Figure 6: The figure shows which BSE concepts that have been studied together. The colors in the outer
circle relate to the unit of analysis, where red represents the individual BSE concepts, green the group
concepts and blue the organizational concepts. The size of the curved lines connecting the concepts relate to
the number of publications where the connected concepts have been studied together. The figure shows, for
example, that the BSE concept Personality (28 TRAIT) has frequently been studied together with Group
Composition (41 GC) and Communication (36 COM); whereas Inter-group Behavior (49 IB) has not been
studied together with any group or organizational BSE concept. The abbreviations in the figure are shown
in Table 9.
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4.3.1. Individual-Group Studies
Of the multi-UoA studies, the Individual-Group combination was, with 32 studies, the
most common. The top three combinations of BSE concepts were personality-group composition (9 studies), personality-communication (7) and personality-conflicts (3). A study
by Pieterse and Kourie [130] showed that personality diversity was a strong predictor of
success, especially during the initial phases of team growth. The single most common
tools used in the personality-group composition studies were Myers-Briggs Type Indicator
(MBTI) [131, 132, 133, 134, 135]. It was used both to verify personality as a factor in teams
and as a base to assemble teams.
Only one of the studies that included personality and communication concepts investigated their relationship explicitly. This study showed that divergent teams, i.e. teams
including members with different personalities, positively correlated with communication
quality[136]. In the other studies these concepts, i.e. personality and communication, were
used as separate independent variables when studying pair and team programming [137, 138,
139], and team performance [140]. Though, the results of these studies were inconclusive.
Further, three studies included the concepts of personality and conflict. Two studies by
Lewis and Smith, which used problem-solving style, found that the diverse groups reported
less conflict and fewer negative comments than the dominant groups [131, 141]. The study
also concluded, as the authors expected, that there was a significant negative correlation
between conflict and performance. The negative effects of conflicts were also acknowledged in
a study by Acuna et al. [142] which found that the level of satisfaction and cohesion dropped
the greater the level of task conflict there was among team members. The same study also
found a correlation between an average score for the personality factor extraversion and the
evaluated quality of the developed software product.
4.3.2. Individual-Organization Studies
Three studies included concepts from both the individual and the organizational UoA.
First, a study by Tsai et al. [120] concluded that organizational climate has a positive effect
on self-efficacy, which in turn has a positive effect on the intention to share knowledge. Second, using theory of planned behavior (TPB) Passos et al. formed a conceptual framework
in which organizational culture was identified as a component affecting the behavioral intentions [143]. The results pointed to a strong influence of past experience and showed that
it is possible to characterize belief systems in software project contexts within a behavioral
perspective. Third, results from a field study [144] indicated that individual personality (e.g.
personality, self efficacy) differences and factors of the work environment (e.g. organizational
climate) do affect professional competency levels.
4.3.3. Group-Organization Studies
In a meta study Sudhakar et al. [145] found that soft factors such as group composition and organizational climate had an effect on software development team performance.
Further, an action research study reported on the importance of communication and organizational learning for virtual teams [146]. Last, in a study related to the culture and conflict
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concepts Leidner et al. developed themes of IT-culture, upon which they then formed a theory of IT, values, and team conflicts. Based upon the theory, they developed propositions
concerning three types of cultural team conflicts and the results of these conflicts [114].
4.3.4. Individual-Group-Organization Studies
Excluding the literature review [147] only 2 (1%) of all included studies included all
three units of analysis. A model for individual adoption of technology was presented by
Sultan and Chan [148], which include group (communication, leadership), and organizational
(organizational culture) concepts. The study showed that the proposed model predicted
which employees that will adopt new technology with an accuracy of 86%. Using a research
model analyzing organizational learning and group development effect on job satisfaction,
Janz examined the effects of self-directed work teams [149]. Results indicate that the level
of cooperative learning that takes place on the teams may be more important to achieving
improved work outcomes.
5. Discussion
5.1. Result Summary
Based on a definition of the behavioral software engineering (BSE) research area this
study performed a systematic literature review (SLR). Over ten thousand publications were
screened into a final set of 250 BSE publications included for detailed analysis. Together
with existing literature reviews, our review provides an overview of this growing area of
software engineering research.
The results from the SLR indicate that the BSE research area is growing and considering
an increasing number of concepts from psychology and social science, at least for the investigated years 1997 to 2013. But the results also show that there are gaps in BSE research;
several concepts that are widely considered to be part of organizational and work psychology have not yet been studied in SE. There are also a number of SE areas where no BSE
research has been performed. Furthermore, the result indicate that the research performed
so far have been unbalanced, with a heavy focus on a few BSE concepts on a limited number
of SE areas.
BSE is an increasingly important aspect of SE research and should be recognized as
such. Clarifying its definition and creating an initial list of concepts that it includes should
help this type of research be more commonly considered by SE researchers and practitioners
alike.
5.2. Overall Trend
The total number of relevant BSE publications is larger than what is often assumed [7] [109]
and with more than 250 publications since 1997 the research area is neither new nor unresearched. Though, the results indicate that the research so far has been unbalanced both in
terms of which BSE concepts that are studied, and in terms of which SE areas the concepts
have been studied in.
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For more than half of the identified 55 BSE concepts less than five publications were
found, and for eleven concepts no publications were found. The BSE research has so far
focused on a few well-known concepts, which also is supported by the fact that nine of the
concepts include more than 15 publications each. The same pattern can be seen for the
SE knowledge areas defined in SWEBOK, where the research so far has been focused on a
selective few.
The top studied BSE concepts, with the most included studies, are communication,
personality and job satisfaction.4 The result shows three categories of publications related
to communication; publications that stress the importance of communications, publications
investigating factors affecting communication and publications focusing on the impact of
different types of and amount of communication. The research was unanimous regarding the
importance of communication, and it was recognized as an important factor in several areas,
e.g. in distributed team environments [150] and as a skill for team members and project
managers [151]. The publications identified several factor that affected the communication,
examples of such are team composition [131] and agile methodology [108]. Furthermore, the
result showed that communication quality has an impact on e.g. product quality [152] and
organizational trust [153].
Regarding personality, the result in this study confirms previous research [113] and the
most common themes, where personality was used, were in relation to pair programming and
team composition. The most commonly used test was MBTI followed by tests based on the
five factor model. Furthermore, the included studies also support the conclusion in previous
research that evidence in some cases are inconclusive [113]. For example, this applies to the
common theme of pair programming, where the research is inconclusive regarding if teams
with different personality perform better compared to homogeneous teams [154, 155, 156,
137].
Most of the job satisfaction related studies investigated factors that affect job satisfaction.
The research has so far been rather fragmented in the sense that it is unusual that several
studies examined the same factors. Examples of factors reported to have a positive effect on
job satisfaction are organizational trust [157] and high job fit [158]. Factors with a negative
effect on job satisfaction are role conflicts and role ambiguity [159]. Four studies showed, as
expected, that job satisfaction was related to the intention to quit [160, 161, 121, 162].
That a number of BSE concepts and SWEBOK knowledge areas are un-researched also
implies that there are gaps in current research and that more research is needed. A threat
to this conclusion is that the list of BSE concepts we identified is incorrect or misaligned
and that (some of) the BSE concepts are not applicable to the SE domain. Even though we
recognize this possibility, we consider it unlikely for all BSE concepts with few or no studies.
It is our opinion that the methods described in section 3, which are used to identify the BSE
concepts and perform the SLR, reduce the risk of making such errors.
At the individual UoA, we believe that SE research could benefit by broadening the focus
from the commonly studied personality traits, e.g. MBTI [154, 155, 156, 163, 139, 164] and
4

We do not count all the papers in the concept-specific systematic literature reviews; only the ones in
our set of included papers.
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five factor models [165, 166, 142, 109].
There are several unexplored BSE concepts at the individual level that might of interest,
e.g. social value orientations (SVO) [43]. The SVO construct has its origin in social psychology, but has also been studied in other disciplines [44] and may well be applicable within
SE. In addition, when it comes to the group UoA we expect to find a number of important
BSE concepts that can be considered. In particular, since the focus on and importance of
the group has increased and been more clearly recognized with the use of agile development
methodologies. As one example, a potentially important concept can be group polarization [45], a phenomenon that when placed in group situations, people will make decisions
and form opinions to more of an extreme than when they are in individual situations. We
did not find any papers that consider the concept within SE.
As a general strategy for the research area we propose that exploratory research that
consider several BSE concepts at the same time could be helpful. Such studies can help
create understanding of which concepts should be considered in more detail in subsequent
research and which ones can be excluded. As an example, Kosti et al. recently considered
emotional intelligence and self-compassion in a software engineering context but found that
the former added only very little improvement in terms of predictive power compared to
trait personality psychometrics [46].
5.3. Units of Analysis
Of the included publications, 42 (16%) covered concepts from more than one UoA and
only two (< 1%) include concepts from all three UoAs. That only two studies covered all
three UoA depends to a certain degree on that there are currently only four organizational
BSE concepts. Still, we believe that the concepts on different UoA are related to and dependent of each other, and that the behavior of humans is too complex to be described using
only one UoA. Klein et al. [47] states that multi-UoA theories are desirable because they
provide a deeper and richer portrait of organizational life, and according to Crowstone [48]
many organizational issues are multi-UoA and thus incompletely captured by single-UoA
theories. We also believe that the multi-UoA studies are needed from an industrial perspective. For example, from a management point of view the understanding of what effects a
change in the organizational level has on the group and individual level and vice versa is
valuable information, making it possible to understand the consequences of the decisions to
be taken.
There are without any doubt many reasons for the lack of multi-UoA studies. Klein et
al. identified five barriers that relate to these types of studies. The first barrier is simply
the mass of potential and relevant research. The second relates to the interest, values and
heuristics of the researchers, i.e. the researcher are not used to these types of studies. The
third barrier is the difficulty to determine the scope of the multi-UoA theory. The fourth
barrier is the difficulty to publish, i.e. multi-UoA studies seems to belong everywhere and
nowhere. The fifth and final barrier is the difficulty and complexity of conducting multi-UoA
research, a barrier also supported by Crowstone [48].
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5.4. Interdisciplinary Research
Further, the result from the SLR shows that 13 (5%) studies used an experimental
research design. Compared to SE studies in general this figure is quite high. Sjøberg et
al. showed that only 1.9% of over 5000 SE publication between 1993 and 2003 reported
controlled experiments [49]. However, compared to work and organizational psychology
(WOP) this figure is low. In a literature review Austin et al. [50] sampled and analyzed in
total 609 empirical studies that were published in every 10th volume of Journal of Applied
Psychology from 1920 to 2000. The study showed that experimental designs were the second
most common research design and used in approximately 30% of the studies for the last two
decades prior to the study (i.e. 1980’s and 1990’s).
A possible reason for the difference in terms of research design between WOP and BSE
can be related to the background of researchers and their faculty affiliation. Our results
show that only 32 publications, approximately one in eight, had a researcher from a social
science faculty, and that ten publications, one in 25, had researchers from both the SE and
social science (SS) fields. The absence of social scientists has also been noted in previous
research [113]. Even though our result gives only an indication, since the affiliation might not
correctly describe the specific background or experience that a researcher has, it supports
our conclusion that BSE researchers in general should seek more cross-faculty collaborations.
We argue that BSE would benefit from becoming even more interdisciplinary, meaning
that more studies should be performed in collaboration by researchers from SE and SS faculties. The social sciences have over hundred year of history of studying human behavior [51].
Clearly, the knowledge that has been built up could be leveraged for research in BSE not only
directly (subject matter) but indirectly, through selected research approaches and methods.
Without a broad, serious and systematic consideration of social science results and methods,
SE researchers risk having to invent the wheel again and again. On the other hand, software
engineering is a complex activity and the SS researchers need the SE researchers domain
knowledge in order to design proper studies and analyze results. As the importance of software in society grows it seems likely that more behavioral and social science researchers will
find software projects and organizations a viable area for specialization [110].
5.4.1. Limitations of this study
We have identified the following main threats to the validity of our results based on the
methods we have used: (1) publication selection bias, (2) identification of publications, (3)
inaccuracy in data extraction, and (4) mis-classification.
Publication selection bias is the phenomena where more positive than negative research
results tend to be published, which can lead to an overestimation of the effect size in systematic reviews and an under-reporting of risks [52]. We regard this risk as moderate, and
to reduce it we did not restrict the sources of information to a certain publisher, journal
or conference. Further, we did not include grey literature (technical reports, books, etc.)
as these tend to be secondary sources [53]. Some relevant papers may therefore have been
excluded. Also, to help ensure an unbiased selection process, we defined the purpose of the
study in advance, organized the selection of articles as a multistage process and documented
the execution.
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We acknowledge that the included publications do not cover the entire BSE research area.
First, the result of the SLR is directly related to the identified BSE concepts, which, as stated
previously, only acts as a starting point and does not cover all conceivable concepts. Though,
we argue that the database and search string selection combined with the choice to include
journal, conference as well as workshop proceedings ensure that the included publications
will constitute a representative part of all publications, and that we will identify a sufficient
number of studies to meet the purpose of this study. In addition, the search string quality
was verified by a pilot search for the BSE concepts self-efficacy and locus of control. For
each of these two concepts three relevant publications where known and all of them were
captured in the pilot search. Since BSE is a nascent area of research and covers a multitude
of different topics it is hard to identify a clear ‘golden set’ of publications that our search
should have identified. With time this threat can more easily be mitigated. In fact, our
results can help future researchers create such ‘golden sets’ for specific UoA’s or concepts.
The selection and the data extraction process were mainly conducted by a single researcher. Although this approach is weaker in terms of consistency than having multiple
researchers conducting the complete extraction in parallel and cross-checking the result, it
was a necessary trade off in order to fulfill the schedule and the targeted breadth of the systematic review. To mitigate the threat we validated the steps through a random sampling of
papers from which the other authors extracted results. However, since we cannot guarantee
that some papers have not mistakenly been excluded or missed we have been careful, in our
analysis, not to draw any conclusions based on a single paper or a single concept. Rather,
the discussions and conclusions are related to the research area as a whole and reflect the
overall trends.
Finally, our approach in this study has been to assess and evaluate research concerned
with behavioral aspects of Software Engineering from a psychological perspective. This
chosen interdisciplinary approach has affected the methods used in the systematic literature
review. For example, the primary studies included in the SLR are related to psychological
concepts found in work- and organizational psychology literature. It is our experience,
from attending workshops and conferences, that some SE researchers perceive this approach
as rather controversial. One reason for the skepticism might very well be related to the
difficulties in conducting interdisciplinary research [54, 55, 56]. For example, Miller [54]
states that an initial difficulty in interdisciplinary research is a terminological problem across
the disciplines, where terms used in each discipline mean such different things that problem
arise due to disagreements over those definitions and how to use the terms. The later
problem can at least partly be mitigated by, and thus also further motivates the need for,
the BSE definition and a future taxonomy. They can help provide a common communication
platform among BSE researchers as well as towards social science researchers. However, we
acknowledge that the present definition and investigated topics are not the final say in this
regard; we can only claim to take an initial step and hope that others can build on and
refine it.
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6. Conclusions
Human aspects of software engineering is a growing area of research that has been recognized as important for a long time. Even though research that considers them has been
growing in the past decade, these aspects should be more generally recognized and considered.
Therefore, in this study we present an updated definition of the behavioral software engineering (BSE) research area and conduct a systematic literature review based on identified
concepts aligned with the definition.
The definition highlights that BSE is the study of cognitive, behavioral and social aspects
at different levels relating to the work of software engineers. It is focused on the software
developers and engineers themselves or in aggregates but excludes human aspects in relation
to the use of the actual software; the latter is already studied in the human-computer
interaction (HCI) field.
We found a total of 55 related concepts from organizational and social psychology and
classified them as belonging to one of three main units of analysis. Even though these
concepts are not likely to be complete it includes more concepts than has been previously
considered together. As the area matures the number of concepts can expand to include a
more refined view of relevant concepts.
The main results from our systematic review are that there are gaps in the existing BSE
research and that the research has been unbalanced. For 11 out of 55 concepts, we found
no published papers and for nine concepts we found more than 15 publications per concept.
Thus, the research so far has had a heavy focus on a few BSE concepts that have been
applied to limited number of SE areas. Existing BSE research focus on software engineers,
teams or organizations in general and is not frequently connected to a specific phase or
activity. Only one or a few (mean is 1.5, median is 1, max is 6) BSE concepts are included
per study. Further, the result shows that the research seldom focuses on multiple units of
analysis, and that it rarely is conducted in collaboration with researchers from both the
software engineering and social science faculties. BSE is inherently applied and real-world;
a majority of studies are empirical and conducted in an industrial context. In contrast to
research in psychology, BSE research also less commonly use experiments, even if they are
used more in BSE than in SE in general.
We have argued that future BSE research would benefit from focusing on several units
of analysis and becoming more interdisciplinary, meaning that more studies should be performed by researchers from both software engineering and social science faculties. At least,
SE researcher should explore more concepts within the cognitive, behavioral and social sciences and build on the many results from these areas. These scientific fields have over
hundred years of history of studying different aspects of human behavior. Clearly, this
gained knowledge could be leveraged for research in BSE and can help create a richer understanding of how humans involved in software development and engineering behave, think
and feel. Software engineers as well as the end users of the software they produce stand to
benefit.
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8. Appendix
BSE Concept (UoA)
Cognitive Style (I)
Cognitive Affective
Personality System (I)
Dunning Kruger effect
(I)
Demand control (I)

Explanatory Style (I)

Job Insecurity (I)

Description
Individual differences regarding strategies for perceiving, remembering,
thinking, and problem solving [57].
A theory for personality that states that behavior is explained by the
personality, the situation and the integration between them [58].
A cognitive bias that refers to the seemingly pervasive tendency of poor
performers to overestimate their abilities and for high performers to
underestimate their abilities [59].
In the model, workplace stress is a function of how demanding a persons job
is and how much control the person has over their own responsibilities [60].
The model refers to how people explain why events happen in their lives,
either positive or negative. There are three components in explanatory style;
personal (internal vs. external), permanent (stable vs. unstable) and
pervasive (global vs. local) [61].
A state or condition wherein individuals lack the assurance that their jobs
will remain stable [62].
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Job Satisfaction (I)
Goal Orientation (I)
Life Satisfaction (I)
Locus of Control (I)

Motivation (I)

Need Theory (I)
Organizational
Commitment (I)
Positive Psychology
(I)
Risk Taking (I)
Self Control (I)
Self Discipline (I)
Self Efficacy (I)
Self Esteem (I)
Self Monitoring (I)
Social Value
Orientation (I)
Stereotypes (I)
Stress (I)
Theory X Theory Y
(I)
Theory of Reasoned
Action (I)

Personality (I)

Defined by Locke as a pleasurable or positive emotional state resulting from
the appraisal of one’s job or job experiences [63].
Defined by VandeWalle as disposition toward developing or demonstrating
ability in achievement situations [64].
Life satisfaction measures how people evaluate their life as a whole rather
than their current feelings [65].
In personality psychology, locus of control refers to the extent to which
individuals believe they can control events affecting them [66].
According to Pardee [67] motivation can be defined as those forces within an
individual that push or propel him to satisfy basic needs. It is what prompts
a person to act in a certain way or at least develop an inclination for specific
behavior.
A motivational theory developed by David McClelland in the 1960s that
explain how the needs for achievement, power and affiliation affect the
behavior [68].
Organizational commitments is a positive evaluation of the organization and
the organizations goals [69].
Positive psychology is the branch of psychology that study the strengths and
virtues that enable individuals and communities to thrive [70].
Risk taking is the tendency to engage in potential harmful behavior that, at
the same time, could have some kind of positive outcome [71].
Self control, or self regulation, is a persons ability to control emotions,
behavior and desires, and to limit impulses [72].
The act of disciplining or power to discipline one’s own feelings, desires, etc,
esp. with the intention of improving oneself [73].
Is the extent or strength of persons belief in his or her own ability to
complete tasks and reach goals [74].
A person’s overall emotional evaluation of his or her own worth [75].
Is the ability to observe and evaluate your own behavior [76].
The stable preferences for certain patterns of outcomes for oneself and others,
e.g. how to allocate resources (e.g. money) between your self and another
person [77].
A thought that can be adopted about specific types of individuals or certain
ways of doing things, i.e. a fixed and over generalized belief about a
particular group or class of people [78, 79].
Defined by the American Psychological Association as a transient state of
arousal with typically clear onset and offset patterns [80].
Theories of human motivation, more specific the perceptions managers hold
on their employees [81].
Is a model for the prediction of behavioral intention, attitude and behavior,
where an individuals behavior is determined by his or her’s intention to
perform the behavior. This intention is a function of the attitude toward the
behavior and the subjective norm [82].
According to Feist and Feist [83] personality is a pattern of relatively
permanent traits and unique characteristics that give both consistency and
individuality to a person’s behavior
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Type A(B)
Personality (I)

Work Life Balance (I)
Workplace Happiness
Index (I)
Intentions to Leave (I)
Loyalty (I)
Alienation (G)
Cohesion (G)
Communication (G)
Conformity (G)
Deindividuation (G)
Diffusion of
Responsibility (G)
Group Composition
(G)

Defines two contrasting personality types, where type A individuals are
ambitious, rigidly organized, highly status-conscious, impatient and want
other people to get to the point and type B persons are quite the opposite
and have a lower stress level and enjoying achievement but do not become
stressed when they do not achieve. Originally, in the 1950s cardiologists
Meyer Friedman and Ray Rosenman described type A behavior as a potential
risk factor for heart disease. [84].
Clark views worklife balance as satisfaction and good functioning at work and
at home with a minimum of role conflict [85].
A measure that indicates an individual’s level of satisfaction with the
experience of work on a personal, psychological level [86].
Refers to conscious and deliberate willfulness to leave the organization [87].
Can be described as devotion or faithfulness towards something - e.g. person,
group or company. Loyalty involves both dedication and consistency [88].
Is as a state of mind, a subjective feeling that can vary between individuals in
the following for dimensions; powerlessness, meaninglessness, isolation and
self-estrangement [89].
The degree to which those in a social system identify with it and feel bound
to support it [90].
The process that allows people to exchange information, feeling or
thoughts [91].
Defined by Crutchfield in 1955 as simply as yielding to group pressures [92].
The loss of self awareness and of individual accountability in a group [93].
A phenomenon in which people are less likely to take action or less likely to
feel a sense of responsibility in a large group of people [94].
Is the configuration of member attributes in a team/group [95].

Decision Making (G)

Is the process of choosing between alternatives or as selecting/rejecting
available options [96].

Group Development
(G)

Describes how and why groups develop and evolve [97].

Group Dynamics (G)
Group Processes (G)
Group Polarization
(G)
Group Social Identity
(G)
Group Think (G)
Intergroup Behavior
(G)
Leadership (G)
Group Norms (G)

Is a system of behaviors and psychological processes that occurs within a
group or between groups [28].
Is Group processes concerns the cognitive and social causes and consequences
of human aggregation [98].
Is the tendency for groups to make decisions that are more extreme than the
decisions that would be made by the members acting alone [99].
Defined by Hogg and Waughn as an self-concept derived from perceived
membership of social groups, i.e. the aspects of a person that are defined in
terms of his or her group memberships [25].
The tendency of a decision-making group to filter out undesirable input so
that a consensus may be reached, especially if it is in line with the leader’s
viewpoint [100].
Behavior that involves interaction between members of distinct social
groups [25].
Is the art of influencing followers to achieve success by identifying joint goals,
finding best-fit roles in teams, collaborating constructively and dynamically,
and adapting to change within their environments [101].
Are informal rules that regulates the behavior of the group [102].
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Organizational
Climate (O)
Organizational
Culture (O)
Organizational
Change (O)
Organizational
Learning (O)

Is defined as the recurring patterns of behavior, attitudes and feelings that
characterize life in the organization [103, 104].
Organizational culture is the behavior of humans within an organization and
the meaning that people attach to those behaviors [103, 104].
Is both the process in which an organization changes and the effects of these
changes on the organization [105].
Refers to models, theories and processes about the way an organization learns
new knowledge [106, 107].
Table 7: BSE Concepts and description.

BSE Concept (UoA)
Cognitive Style
Cognitive Affective
Personality System
Dunning-Kruger effect
Demand-control
Explanatory Style
Innovation Diffusion
Theory
Job Insecurity
Job Satisfaction
Goal Orientation Theory
Life Satisfaction
Locus of Control
Motivation
Need Theory
Organizational
Commitment
Positive Psychology

Search String
(”cognitive style” OR ”thinking style” OR ”adaption-innovation”)
(”cognitive-affective personality system” OR ”cognitive affective processing system” OR
”CAPS”)
(”dunning-kruger effect” OR ”dunning kruger effect”)
(”demand-control model” OR ”demand control model”)
(”explanatory style” OR ”attributional style”)

Risk Taking
Self Control
Self Discipline
Self Efficacy
Self Esteem
Self Monitoring
Social Value Orientation
Stereotypes
Stress
Theory X Theory Y
Theory of Reasoned
Action
Technology Acceptance
Model
Personality
Type A(B) Personality
Work Life Balance
Workplace Happiness
Index
Intentions to Leave
Loyalty
Alienation
Cohesion
Communication
Conformity
Conflicts

(”diffusion of innovations” OR ”innovation diffusion theory”)
(”job insecurity”)
(”job satisfaction”)
(”goal orientation”)
(”life satisfaction”)
(”locus of control”)
(”motivation”)
(”McClelland” OR ”need theory” OR ”needs theory”)
(”organizational commitment” OR ”organisational commitment”)
(”positive psychology” OR ”flow”)
(”taking risks” OR ”risk taking” OR ”risk-taking” OR ”risk aversion” OR ”risk seeking”
OR ”risk-seeking”)
(”self control” OR ”self-control” OR ”self regulation” OR ”self-regulation”)
(”self discipline” OR ”self-discipline”)
(”self efficacy” OR ”self-efficacy”)
(”self esteem” OR ”self-esteem”)
(”self-monitoring” OR ”self monitoring”)
(”social value orientation”)
(”stereotypes” OR ”stereotype”)
(”stress” OR ”stressors” OR ”burnout” OR ”burn out” OR ”burn-out”)
(”theory x” OR ”theory y”)
(”theory of reasoned action” OR ”theory of planned behavior”)
(”technology acceptance model”)
(”personality” OR ”trait”)
(”type a personality” OR ”type b personality” OR ”type-a personality” OR ”type-b
personality”)
(”work-life balance” OR ”work life balance”)
(”workplace happiness index”)
(”intention to leave”)
(”loyalty”)
(”alienation”)
(”cohesion” OR ”cohesiveness”) AND (”team” OR ”group”)
(”communication”)
(”conformity”) AND (”group” OR ”team”)
(”conflicts”)
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Deindividuation
Diffusion of Responsibility
Group Composition
Decision Making
Group Development
Group Dynamics
Group Processes
Group Polarization
Group Social Identity
Group Think
Intergroup Behavior
Leadership
Group Norms
Organizational Climate
Organizational Culture
Organizational Change
Organizational Learning

Abr
1 CS

(”deindividuation” OR ”SIDE model” OR ”SIDE theory”)
(”diffusion of responsibility”)
(”team composition” OR ”group composition” OR ”team design” OR ”group design”)
(AB(”decision making”))
(”group development” OR ”group formation”)
(”group dynamics”)
(”group processes”)
(”group polarization”)
(”social identity”)
(”group think” OR ”groupthink” OR ”group-think”)
(”intergroup” OR ”intragroup”)
(”leadership”)
(”group norms”) OR (”group norm”)
(”organizational climate” OR ”organisational climate”)
(”organizational culture” OR ”organisational culture”)
(”organizational change” OR ”organisational change”)
(”organizational learning” OR ”organisational learning”)
Table 8: BSE Concepts and Search String.

BSE Concept (UoA)
Cognitive Style (I)

No.

Search Result
2880 8 45 4

0

11 0 0 0

0
3
1

20 0 2 0
200 0 1 0
120 0 1 0

[175] [176] [177]
[178]

6

6210 8 0 3

[179] [180] [181] [182] [183] [184]

7

826 1 5 0

[185]
[116]
[192]
[197]
[117]

[122]
[121]
[158]
[198]
[199]

[186]
[147]
[193]
[159]
[183]

[116]
[119]
[189]
[203]
[121]
[209]
[210]
[212]

[117]
[112]
[110]
[112]
[157]

[121]
[177] [122] [197] [200] [201] [149] [202]
[111]
[197]
[204] [205] [206] [207] [118] [208] [190]

7 JI

Cognitive Affective
Personality System (I)
Dunning-Kruger effect (I)
Demand-control (I)
Explanatory Style (I)
Innovation Diffusion Theory
(I)
Job Insecurity (I)

8 JS

Job Satisfaction (I)

24

8700 11 104 19

9 GOT
10 LS
11 LOC

Goal Orientation Theory (I)
Life Satisfaction (I)
Locus of Control (I)

3
0
3

2260 13 48 4
864 0 3 0
3060 5 48 2

12 MOT

Motivation (I)

12

na na na na

13 NT

Need Theory (I)
Organizational Commitment
(I)
Positive Psychology (I)
Risk Taking (I)
Self Control (I)
Self Discipline (I)

3

154 0 3 0

10

3620 5 41 3

2
2
0
0

938 0 10 0
14100 13 118 9
9710 16 119 3
1980 10 26 0

2 CAPS
3 DKE
4 DC
5 ES
6 IDT

14 OC
15
16
17
18

PP
RT
SC
SD

Publications
[148] [167] [168] [169] [170] [171] [138] [172] [173]
[174]

10

[187]
[162]
[164]
[161]

[172]
[157]
[175]
[149]

[188] [189]
[190] [169] [160] [191]
[194] [166] [195] [196]
[142]

[211]
[213]

[119] [117] [120] [214] [203] [215] [216] [217] [218]
[219] [220] [221] [118] [144]
[216] [154] [155] [156] [137] [167]

19 SEFF

Self Efficacy (I)

14

7370 13 161 6

20
21
22
23

Self Esteem (I)
Self Monitoring (I)
Social Value Orientation (I)
Stereotypes (I)

6
0
0
8

7330 5 97 1
3690 15 117 0
51 0 1 1
8660 25 206 5

24 STR

Stress (I)

12

18900 6 116 12

25 TXY

Theory X Theory Y (I)
Theory of Reasoned Action
(I)
Technology Acceptance
Model (I)

0

852 1 13 0

5

3070 6 34 1

[183] [234] [143] [235] [236]

16

5870 29 106 6

[215] [221] [185] [237] [238] [239] [183] [240] [241]
[242] [234] [235] [172] [243] [244] [236]

SEST
SM
SVO
STE

26 TRA
27 TAM

48

[216] [163] [222] [223] [224] [225] [226] [227]
[121] [124] [208] [228] [229] [230] [231] [232] [177]
[175] [186] [233]

Personality (I)

31

na na na na

3
5

108 2 0 0
1940 2 0 0

0

0000

32 ITL
33 LOY
34 A

Type A(B) Personality (I)
Work Life Balance (I)
Workplace Happiness Index
(I)
Intentions to Leave (I)
Loyalty (I)
Alienation (G)

2
1
2

35 OCH

Cohesion (G)

17

na na na na
16800 26 189 0
4150 3 38 1
17100 171 1114
9

28 TRAIT
29 TABP
30 WLB
31 WHI

[117]
[138]
[132]
[142]
[190]
[162]

[154]
[165]
[140]
[248]
[232]
[157]

[123]
[252]
[252]
[147]
[259]
[137]
[153]
[247]
[146]
[284]

[161]
[233]
[253]
[260]
[138]
[200]
[273]
[278]
[136]

[155]
[139]
[246]
[249]
[122]
[250]

[156] [137] [147] [112] [113] [163]
[164] [166] [134] [131] [130] [245]
[133] [247] [141] [135] [136] [109]
[144]

[254]
[261]
[191]
[209]
[274]
[279]
[285]

[140]
[262]
[139]
[140]
[275]
[280]

[251] [233]

[255]
[263]
[131]
[255]
[202]
[108]

[256]
[264]
[266]
[269]
[151]
[281]

[257]
[246]
[267]
[270]
[276]
[282]

[258]
[265]
[268]
[271]
[277]
[150]

[201]
[152]
[272]
[184]
[283]

Communication (G)

39

17400 917 1001
263

Conformity (G)

4

16400 31 299 2

[148] [263] [286] [272]

Conflicts (G)

23

16700 317 3746
26

[131] [200] [258] [260] [269] [287] [288] [289] [290]
[291] [292] [129] [284] [293] [114] [294] [295] [296]
[297] [298] [141] [142] [299]

Deindividuation (G)

0

188 1 22 0

40 DOR

Diffusion of Responsibility
(G)

3

218 0 6 0

[300] [301] [302]

41 GC

Group Composition (G)

24

8000 18 256 3

[134] [131] [266] [267] [268] [303] [152] [304] [305]
[130] [306] [245] [153] [132] [307] [145] [200] [308]
[133] [309] [135] [310] [248] [249]

42 DM

Decision Making (G)

7

43 GDEV

Group Development (G)

8

16200 155 18
87
4270 11 0 1

Group Dynamics (G)

12

6860 9 175 16

45 GPRO

Group Processes (G)

10

4360 3 98 0

46
47
48
49

Group Polarization (G)
Group Social Identity (G)
Group Think (G)
Intergroup Behavior (G)

0
5
2
1

221 0 3 0
3070 2 47 2
2570 2 1 1
4150 5 67 2

Leadership (G)

23

16100 255 1341
29

Group Norms (G)

1

1360 1 21 0

[319]

Organizational Climate (O)

7

2640 2 15 13

Organizational Culture (O)

21

16600 48 197 6

[120]
[148]
[344]
[350]

Organizational Change (O)

8

17200 40 200
17

[128] [353] [354] [355] [356] [357] [115] [127]

Organizational Learning (O)

3

na na na na

[354] [126] [125]

36 COM

37 CONFO
38 CONFL
39 DEIND

44 GDYN

GPOL
GSI
GT
IB

50 LEAD

51 GNOR
52 OCLI
53 OCUL

54 OCHA
55 OLEAR

[187] [288] [283] [311] [312] [265] [313]
[263]
[192]
[318]
[224]
[321]

[264]
[255]
[308]
[255]

[269]
[317]
[289]
[317]

[149] [314] [315] [316] [151]
[252] [260] [263] [264] [269] [287]
[319]
[252] [260] [263] [269] [287] [320]

[322]
[253]
[318]
[148]
[318]
[331]

[323] [324] [161] [269]
[254]
[162] [325] [122] [145] [200] [209] [140] [256]
[133] [151] [326] [327] [328] [329] [330] [284]
[332] [333] [334] [293]

[335]
[147]
[345]
[351]

[145] [336] [149] [337] [144]
[143] [338] [339] [340] [341] [342] [343]
[346] [347] [348] [349] [145] [146] [114]
[352]

Table 9: The table show; (1) Index number and abbreviation (2) the BSE
concepts and unit of analysis, (3) the number of included publications, (4)
number of search result for Google Scholar, IEEE Digital Library, ACM Xplore
Digital Library and PsycINFO, respectively, that were included for further
screening, (5) reference to the included publications.
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